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There is always a lot of talk in the circles of American Greek Orthodox Church music about the relative merits of 

harmonized music versus traditional chant. Ever since the late 19
th
 Century, when the Athenian chanter John Sakellarides 

began to put his “purified” Byzantine melodies into staff notation and experimented with the harmonization of Greek 

Orthodox Church music, the battle lines have been drawn between those who favor the modernization and Westernization 

of the hymnology and those who wish to preserve the classical Byzantine traditions. This battle is much bigger in the 

United States than any other country of the world. It is only in the United States that harmonized music became 

established as the predominant music in a large majority of Greek Orthodox churches. It exists in other countries, most 

notably in Western Europe, but not to the extent to which it does in America, where four-part choirs abound, most of them 

accompanied by electronic organs. For about seventy-five years, various composers have elaborated upon the Divine 

Liturgy harmonization by Sakellarides and these works have become standard in American churches. 

When we speak of harmonization, it applies primarily to the Liturgy. Traditional Byzantine chant remains the 

standard for Vespers, Orthros, and most other services, although there have been spotty attempts at harmonizing some of 

the more familiar music of these services. Most of the controversy, however, settles around the Liturgy and the use of 

choirs made up of lay people to sing what had been before the part of highly trained, approved chanters.  

Traditional Byzantine chant is a beautiful and difficult art, and it is not well understood among most Western-trained 

musicians. Despite this, it is generally accepted that Byzantine chant is the received musical tradition of the Greek 

Orthodox Church, handed down through the centuries by a long line of educated clergy and chanters. No one can argue 

that it is not a sophisticated and ingenious system of modes, scales, and melodies designed to convey the meaning of the 

liturgical texts of Orthodox theology and practice. Great credit must be given to anyone who decides to dedicate a huge 

portion of his or her life to learn and practice this ancient ministry. All Orthodox Christians should open their ears and 

hearts and try to understand this music and give it the respect it deserves.  

Legitimate criticisms of traditional chant are twofold. The first one lies with the faults of some of the chanters 

themselves. There are some chanters who do not understand either the rudiments or the purpose of the art, and thus come 

to the chanters’ stand either unprepared and unwilling to learn more, or displaying too much showmanship, making the 

issue more about their individual skills rather than assisting public worship. The second criticism is in regards to 

languages other than the original Greek. The criticism in America is that there are many poorly rendered English versions 

of the hymns. When translating hymns into other languages and setting them to Byzantine melodies, the translators must 

have deep knowledge of how the melodic formulas apply to the literature and the syllabic patterns of the text, so that they 

can treat the translated texts in the same careful and poetic way the original hymnographers did with the Greek language. 

Harmonized music has managed to establish itself in many Orthodox churches around the world over the last few 

centuries. It is not so much a question of East vs. West as much as Old vs. New. Harmonized music as practiced today is a 

relatively new phenomenon, and being unknown to the ancients, it cannot be established for certain whether or not the 

Church fathers would have approved of any forms of it. However, as an innovation first introduced in non-Orthodox 

Christian churches (with the possible exception of the Georgian Orthodox Church), it is looked upon with distrust. The 

advocates of harmony claim that it is only an innovation of style, being the vernacular music of modern society, and thus 

it speaks more communicatively to modern worshipers.  

The main criticism of this innovation of polyphonic harmony is that it can be an art form unto itself, minus the words 

of the texts, and therefore it can be so musically interesting that it may actually distract a person from paying attention to 

the words. One can get caught up in the beauty of the music itself to the point where going to church becomes like going 

to a concert, enticing people to listen rather than to pray. One can mistakenly think the emotional uplift he or she gets 

from the beautiful sound is a spiritual experience, even though Orthodox theology teaches strictly against this idea. 

Another criticism is that harmonized music fundamentally destroys the modes of the Octoechos, the eight-tone system that 

has been designated as the official music of the Church. The micro-tuned scales and drones are abandoned and replaced 

with major and minor scales and chords. Yet another criticism is that it invites the use of an array of musical instruments. 

Although the debate about chant vs. harmony is an interesting and important one, there are other issues, generally rare 

in the history or traditions of the Church, that apply specifically to the Greek Orthodox Church in America, and that have 

had an impact upon the practice of music in liturgical services. Four of these other important issues are as follows: 

 

1. Bi-Lingual Services. It would be easier for Church musicians to do their jobs if services were all in one language, 

but the reality of the situation in America is that the Greek Orthodox Church is both a vernacular church and a 

church of the old country. The old Greek language that is the bedrock of liturgical texts is the language of the 

New Testament and cannot be ignored. However, another Orthodox tradition is that prayers and hymns are 

translated into the native tongues of worshipers. In the United States, the prevailing approach to this dichotomy is 



to use both languages. This can be a problem for the music, because the most common melodic style for liturgical 

Greek is ornamented Byzantine chant, and the most common melodic style heard in English-language church 

music is harmonized and relatively unadorned. It can be jarring to switch back and forth between these two styles.  

 

2. Difficulty of Music and �eed for Training. Chanters traditionally are highly trained individuals, taught by masters 

who have perfected the craft. It takes several years to learn the modes and their nuances, the special notation, and 

the entire repertoire of model melodies required to perform all of the services of the Church. In America, there is a 

paucity of educational opportunities for those who would wish to be traditional chanters. On the other side, four-

part polyphonic choirs require many highly trained singers who are required to learn to read music, produce a 

blended and balanced tone, and employ perfect diction and precise articulation. Whereas in the recent past, there 

was an abundance of such skill in American society, today we move into a time when emphasis on choral music is 

diminished, and it is more difficult to find enough adequately trained amateur singers willing to participate in 

Church choirs, which also require highly educated directors, both in music and in the rubrics of Orthodox 

services.  Because of these problems, the duties of Church musicians often fall upon people who are not 

adequately trained to handle the traditions of the past. 

 

3. Congregational Participation. More and more priests are encouraging their congregations to chant the responses 

and hymns of the Liturgy along with the choir. This is actually a revival of an ancient Christian tradition and one 

that many people feel needs to be perpetuated. The problem it creates is that, if the music requires a great deal of 

skill and knowledge to execute, the chances that the congregation will join in are greatly reduced, and that some 

who do participate may end up being a distraction to worship, rather than a help. 

 

4. The Use of the Organ. People who oppose the use of the organ point to comments by Church fathers that 

condemn it. Of course, they were speaking of the ancient gigantic water organ, an instrument that must have had a 

very loud sound, as it was used at chariot races and other large public events. It is hard to say how they would 

have felt about the modern instrument that can be played softly as a support to the intonation of the singers. 

However, an electronic organ can also be played too loudly and thus overpower live human voices, which are the 

proper conveyors of public prayer.  

 

There are many practical solutions one could propose to address these issues. One example is that some parish choirs, 

such as ours at Assumption, are turning to simplified, lightly ornamented chant based upon the Byzantine system of 

modes, but employing a modern twelve-tone scale and using modern staff notation. This style of chant is often combined 

with the judicious use of harmonized music for various parts of the liturgy. This method can make the back and forth 

transitions between Greek and English, (as well as between chant and harmony), much smoother and less jarring, and thus 

less distracting. Supporters of traditional chant call this simplification a “watering down” of the rich Byzantine tradition. 

This may be true, but it does solve many of the problems stated above, and simplicity has its own appeal and beauty. It 

can also allow the use of the organ as both an unobtrusive support for amateur voices and as a holder of the ison, similar 

to the ison organs now used by many traditional chanters. Availability to American chanters and choirs of this more 

modern form of chant has been greatly increased with the emergence of several Internet websites, such as newbyz.org and 

stanthonysmonastery.org, where chant in staff notation can be downloaded for free. 

Another practical solution being offered is the increase in materials that can help people train themselves as chanters. 

While some purists argue that there is no substitute for learning from a master teacher, the dearth of knowledgeable 

chanters in the parishes of America calls for self-help materials. With the emergence of various modern media on the 

Internet, such as printable PDF files, short videos, and compact audio files, the basic materials to train chanters are fast 

becoming easily available. There are many websites, such as Analogion.com and Goarch.org, among others, which teach 

Greek Orthodox liturgical chant through downloadable sound files and links to educational materials. 

The main problem with any compromise approaches to the question of traditional chant versus modern harmonized 

music is that they are usually unacceptable to purists on both sides. While clinging steadfastly to one’s beliefs is an 

admirable trait, the solution that the purists usually offer to the problems listed above is often a demand for acquiescence 

to their point of view by the other side. This does nothing to solve the practical problems that may have not been an issue 

in the past but are very real today—those of language, new music, lack of training, and lack of participants. Compromises 

by both sides must be considered, even if these are temporary measures until a future time when the entire Church comes 

to a consensus on what the acceptable forms of liturgical music are. One can hope that such a consensus will result in a 

greater host of enthusiastic people who will serve the Church in this all-important ministry, because without that, 

regardless of the relative merits of one form of music over another, the future of Christian Orthodoxy is in jeopardy. 
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